We examined the neural correlates of specific (i.e., unique to time and place) and general (i.e., extended in or repeated over time) autobiographical memories (AMs) during their initial construction and later elaboration phases. The construction and elaboration of specific and general events engaged a widely distributed set of regions previously associated with AM recall. Specific (vs. general) event construction preferentially engaged prefrontal and medial temporal lobe regions known to be critical for memory search and retrieval processes. General event elaboration was differentiated from specific event elaboration by extensive right-lateralized prefrontal cortex (PFC) activity. Interaction analyses confirmed that PFC activity was disproportionately engaged by specific AMs during construction, and general AMs during elaboration; a similar pattern was evident in regions of the left lateral temporal lobe. These neural differences between specific and general AM construction and elaboration were largely unrelated to reported differences in the level of detail recalled about each type of event.
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Introduction
The process of remembering complex and richly detailed episodes, including those that are autobiographical in nature, is constructive and extended in time such that it can be divided into at least two phases (e.g., Conway, Pleydell-Pearce, & Whitecross, 2001; Daselaar et al., 2008) . It has been suggested that the first phase of autobiographical memory (AM), memory construction or formation, is an iterative process (e.g., Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000; Conway & Rubin, 1993) . The cycle begins with memory search processes based on an initial cue specification (e.g., recall an event associated with the cue word "tree") and leads to a subsequent evaluation of the search results. If the retrieved information is deemed to meet the goals of the retrieval task in the evaluation phase, the cycle stops; if not, then the output of the search phase is used as a cue to begin the cycle again (Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000; Conway & Rubin, 1993) . Following this initial phase of memory construction is a second phase known as event elaboration, during which time the fully constructed event is held in mind and its details expounded upon (e.g., Conway et al., 2001) .
The goal of the present study was to extend our understanding of the neural correlates of these two phases -AM construction * Corresponding author.
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and elaboration -beyond specific events that are unique to a particular time and place to those general autobiographical events that are either summaries of repeated events or extended in time (Barsalou, 1988; Conway & Pleydell-Pearce, 2000; Conway et al., 2001) . Autobiographical memory has traditionally been defined in the literature as memory for specific episodes. As such, most neuroimaging work on AM has focused on the retrieval of specific AMs (e.g., Cabeza et al., 2004; Daselaar et al., 2008; Fink et al., 1996; Greenberg et al., 2005; Maguire & Mummery, 1999; Maguire, Mummery, & Büchel, 2000; Maguire, Vargha-Khadem, & Mishkin, 2001 ; for reviews, see Cabeza & St. Jacques, 2007; Svoboda, McKinnon, & Levine, 2006) . This focus on specific AMs might also be for a more practical reason: Many AM studies utilize the traditional Crovitz cue word task (Crovitz & Schiffman, 1974) , whose instructions are designed to elicit specific AMs, and as such, general AMs are treated as errors. Although general autobiographical events have largely been disregarded in the neuroimaging literature, theoretical and behavioral evidence suggests that they are psychologically distinct from specific AMs (e.g., Williams & Dritschel, 1992) . General AM retrieval theoretically allows for fast -and less cognitively demanding -access to summaries of specific events (Conway et al., 2001; Conway & Rubin, 1993; Williams & Dritschel, 1992) . Accordingly so, general AMs are accessed earlier during the iterative retrieval cycle (Conway et al., 2001) , and are associated with more abstract or conceptual (vs. sensory specific) details than specific AMs (Greenberg & Rubin, 2003) . Behavioral
